
Text to Apply Campaign  

Interested in another option for candidates to apply to your restaurant? Now available is an opportunity 

for applicants to text in a code and immediately receive a link to your PeopleMatter general, location 

specific or job specific application sent directly to them! This text to apply option is available to be 
placed on POP, recruitment cards, marketing items, etc.  

Here is how to sign up: 

1) Select a code (the word “Apply” with the job/restaurant number) such as “Apply19567” for 
each individual campaign. 

 
 

2) Provide the URL for the link to your PeopleMatter general, location specific or job specific 
application for each restaurant you would like to have activated. For more information on how 
to locate these links in your PeopleMatter platform, please click here. Depending on which URL 
you choose, below is where the candidate will be directed to: 

 General: Each organization has a company URL that directs to a page to search for 
locations in that company.  

 Location specific: This URL will direct applicants to the open jobs at a specific location. 
They can only choose from the open jobs at that specific location. 

 Job specific: This link will direct applicants to apply to a specific job at a specific 
location.  

 For more information on which URL will work best for your business, please see URL 
examples .  
 

 
3) All campaigns will have the following default message, “McDonald’s is lovin’ your interest in 

being a part of a great team! Click here to learn more about applying where lovin ’ lives: YOUR 
CUSTOM LINK”.  If you would like to change the message, please send your desired text to 
Shaker. The character limit for messages is 160 and needs to be reviewed prior to activating. 

 
 

 
 

https://peoplematter.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/214357486
https://dmc.accessmcd.com/content/mcmac/storagearea/wa1/735b842cce71dd6104f75912eb4b20c6/2856809.AssetPar.Single.File.0.tmp.x.pdf
https://dmc.accessmcd.com/content/mcmac/storagearea/wa1/735b842cce71dd6104f75912eb4b20c6/2856809.AssetPar.Single.File.0.tmp.x.pdf


4) Send this information to mcdonalds@shaker.com, location specific example below: 
 

Text Code Link in the text candidate will be sent to 

APPLY12345 
(12345 is the 
restaurant number) 

https://my.peoplematter.com/mcdonalds/Hire/Recruit

ing/Application/Index?businessUnitId=70cd44a3-
3b70-43a0-8798-a66b011fa7bc 

(this link will take applicants to the list of open 

jobs at a specific location) 

 

 

If you have additional questions, please contact mcdonalds@shaker.com  or (708) 358-
0479. 
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